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Answer
General English – 2nd Term (2019-2020)
s
Grammar Ex. 14
Name:__________________
Date:____________________
Class: 3 ______ (

)

Cycle:________
Adjectives

A. Choose the correct words and fill in the blanks with the opposites of the adjectives.
soft

difficult
dull
loose
narrow
blunt
thin
shabby
common
shiny
crispy

1.

narrow

wide

2.

dull

bright

3.

loose

tight

4.

strange

common

5.

sharp

blunt

6.

easy

difficult

7.

new

shabby

B. Fill in the blanks with the most suitable words from above.
1. Nowadays, it is quite
common
my grandma still thinks that it looks strange.

for a man to wear earrings. However,

2. I like to go to my grandparents’ summer house. There is a spiral staircase that leads
to an attic. The staircase is very
narrow
, only one person can walk
on it at one time.
3. My neighbour, Mr Liu, is very strange. He is rich but he wears
clothes. It looks like he has been wearing them for many years.
4. This blouse is a little

tight

shabby

for me. Can I try a larger size?

5. My brother has worked overnight for two days. There is no energy left of him. His
face becomes pale and his eyes are
dull
. They seem lifeless.
6. Mum gives my younger sister a
blunt
knife to cut the dough into
small pieces. Even if she accidentally cuts her finger, she will not hurt herself.
7. Typhoon signal No. 8 is hoisted. The news reporter on television is interviewing
some people watching the waves by the shore. It is
difficult
for them
to stand still because the wind is very strong.
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C. Fill in the blanks with the suitable word.

Pg. 2

Each word can be used once only.

timid
gentle
fierce
wise
adorable
foolish
imaginative
humble
strict
careless
bold
lenient
careful
intelligent
1. Helen saw a
scared.

fierce

dog chasing a poor kitten.

2. Tom is an
imaginative
adventures to share with his friends.

boy.

The kitten was very

He always creates some stories about

3. Joyce was very
timid
when the zookeeper let her touch the lizard.
It was the first time she saw a lizard and it did not look
adorable
at all.
4. My grandma has diabetes. She has to follow a
strict
must cut back on sugar and sweets, or she may get sick easily.

diet.

She

5. I was typing a message on my phone when I bumped into a light pole in the street. I
felt so
foolish
! I guessed everybody was looking at me.
6. Charlie is a
bold
child. He was not afraid of the bullies who tried
to take his basketball court. In the end, the bullies gave up and went away.
7. Kelvin is very
humble
and polite to everyone, so all of us are
surprised when we find out that he is the son of the CEO of the company.
8. Grandma is very
careful
when she is crossing the road. She knows
that she is not young anymore and needs to walk slowly across the road.
D. Spot the mistakes! There is a mistake in each sentence.
rewrite it in the space provided.
My dog, Beany, is a Golden Retriever. It is a small dog. 1.

Circle the word and

big / large

It weighs about 30 pounds. It is quite thin for a 2.

heavy

three-month-old dog.

hot

It does not like cold weather because it 3.

has long silky fur. It feels so sad when I come home from 4.

excited / happy

school. It always gives me a big hug. Beany is a fierce dog. 5.

friendly/ playful

It likes to play with people. It is indeed the best family dog!

